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About This Software

A powerful procedural engine

Create parameterizable 3D scenes and game objects at design or run time using Sceelix's unique node-based language and
integrate your creations directly into your game engine.

With Sceelix you can:
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 Reduce production time

 Create all different types of content using our single, easy to manage, unique, visual, node-based language

 Create the final content or quick prototypes

 Generate the same or different content every time you run your game (design/run-time)

 Assign behaviours, physics, textures, etc procedurally

 Manipulate placeholders procedurally and swap them with your own creations and prefabs

 Create new nodes composed of other nodes or by using Sceelix's complete API

What do I get with Sceelix Early Access license?
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Title: Sceelix - Procedural Power
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Early Access
Developer:
Sceelix
Publisher:
Sceelix
Release Date: 6 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or better

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Video Memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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sceelix - procedural power

really is just a great game its the man or monster but super addition :D highly fun and u should try manormonster.io to try the
free version that is not really like a free version more just an io game version. Visual and technical level of the game is like from
late 90s. Bad in every part. And after "big update" full of bugs which makes game unplayable. One of the worst game I played
in last years.

Dont think about buying.... The best fps war game ever realesed back in the day.. this took over my life nearly 10 years ago love
it!!!. A puzzle game with a boring story, boring art, and boring gameplay.

Found myself bored after a few minutes.

Not to mention there are mentions all over the reviews about two puzzles being bugged out... and I guess that means I'm out lol.

Stay away.. i will alwawys love everything ludosity makes. I am terribly conflicted about whether to reccomend this game. It is a
frustrating 6/10 that would immediately gain 3 more points with any sort of save feature. even an involuntary roguelike auto-
save. beating the game appears to take somewhere on the order of 8-10 hours, during which time you can't close the game.
On the other hand it has a very clever little combat and exploration system which I really enjoyed playing with. I'm going to put
it as recommended now, so that I don't need to change it, when this becomes a great game once a save feature is hopefully
implemented
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Great RPG has lots of puzzles some are challenging too... the puzzles sorta remeind me of some Zelda puzzles and im a Zelda
fan.. if you like hockey that is heavy in stats then this game is for you. I find it very fun. Simple and inspiring.
At first, it might get hard and a bit frustrating to get used to the controls and have the right sense of the player's gravity and
movement set on this game, but when it makes sense in your head (took me some hours of practice) and you get used to the
motion of the character you will start to finish the levels more easily and start aiming for the perfect scores.

Try not frustrate at the beggining. The curve of difficulty slows down once you get used to the game!

It's worth a try if you like parkour games, and speedruns once you mastered it. If not I can only recomend you for the
achievements that are worth the challenge.. They used math to create really nice game huge bravo for idea. Was a Death Knight
with a robotic exoskeleton fighting a man cosplaying a bull.

The bull won.

10/10 would rage at Twitch streamer votes again.. worth it lol. I bought this game when it was on sale for $1, and I still feel like
I over-paid for this game.

I don't necessarily have a problem with tower games being formulaic, as that is largely inescapable. However, there is little to no
imagination expressed in this game at all. Movement is slow, animations poor, art extremely basic, and story? Non-existent
(regardless of the claims of 'altering history' in the game description).

Even if entirely free, this game is not a worthwhile use of your time. There are a large variety of tower games available on flash-
game sites that are far more engrossing and imaginative than this (i.e. the Gemcraft series, or the Protector series).

I regret purchasing this game.. i love the game so far! the only thing thats kind of killing the game is the voice acting for the
main character. but other than that, the game is phenomenal! cant wait to see more! made a video, hope yall enjoy it. took at
least 8 hours to edit it c;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNxesJq9Pcs. Don't be fooled by the simplistic design. This game is an amazing third
person shooter where you, a square, must dodge, shoot and run from various enemies on a grid. In versus mode, you must use
your bullets to eliminate the other player whilst changing the tiles on the board for you to walk across, whilst your enemy will do
the same and may attempt to trap you by closing you in from the sides. As well as this, there is an arcade mode against bots
(Which can also be played in a cooperative mode with your friends) where you have to survive waves of red square enemies and
bot versions of the other players in versus whilst once again making paths to cross and trying not to get trapped on a path. (P.S: I
think there are more enemies, it's just I haven't got to that stage yet xD). Arcade mode ends when both players lose all their lives
in cooperative or when you lose all your lives in singleplayer.

This game is brilliant but needs more players :)

I'd definitely recommend this game, but people may mistake the simplistic design with the price. Maybe the dev could boost the
players with a sale of some sorts and more gamers would see that not all simplistic games "aren't fun" because fun games don't
have to have AAA graphics. As long as it fits it's design well and has good gameplay, I'd call it a good game.

Overall: 10/10
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